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A century ago, the first great business model innovation in the electric power industry was set in motion with the move from small local plants delivering power over short distances to central generating plants delivering power great distances over high-voltage wires. This innovation was followed by a long period dominated by a “grow-and-build” philosophy that drove the development of near-universal access to electric power in much of the world through the mid-twentieth century. This philosophy reached its practical limit during the latter part of the century – but since then, there has been little evolution of business models from that of the “grow-and-build” years (see sidebar, The rise and fall of the “grow and build” model).

Today, however, the industry faces relentless pressure to reassess its business models to accommodate transformations occurring in several key areas:

- **Governmental policy shifts:** Efficiency, conservation and renewable generation are receiving tremendous attention from governments attempting to meet goals related to climate change, energy security, and economic and job growth. At the same time, most industry revenue models are still based on a careful balance of the fixed nature of capital expenditures and variable cost recovery. The more successful these policies are in slowing growth in overall consumption from centrally-generated sources, the stronger the need will be for new pricing models that can balance electric power companies’ desires to support public policy objectives with revenue requirements to maintain service and reliability levels.

- **The emergence of new technologies:** The introduction of smart grid and distributed generation and storage technologies will add complexity to the network, moving power and information in multiple directions. These technologies will also enable a host of new participants and business models – some of which will provide strong competition for existing revenue streams.
Switching perspectives

As demonstrated in our previous reports “Plugging in the consumer: Innovating utility business models for the future” and “Lighting the way: Understanding the smart energy consumer,” consumers are demanding more from their relationships with their energy providers as they seek more control over their energy usage to conserve energy, save money and reduce their environmental impact.

These dramatic shifts all involve technological changes – changes that most energy providers understand. However, these shifts also require leaps into business model transformation that are new to most. Important decisions on how best to make these moves – and the resulting rise to prominence of companies that successfully do so – will occur over the next decade.

Methodology and framework

Using an extensive literature review, as well as our previous industry surveys and consulting experiences, we evaluated the decisions facing electric power companies as they address the business model-related challenges and opportunities before them. As the basis for this analysis, we chose a framework based on IBM Institute for Business Value research summarized in the report, “Paths to success: Three ways to innovate your business model.” This report combined extensive research with an analysis of 35 best practice cases plus a scan of over a dozen others. As a result of this work, we identified three main types of business model innovation strategies:

- **Industry model innovation:** Innovating the industry value chain by moving into new industries, redefining existing industries to serve new markets or creating entirely new industries
- **Enterprise model innovation:** Innovating around the structure of the enterprise and the role it plays in new or existing value chains, with focus on those areas of the business where it has an advantage and delivers value
- **Revenue model innovation:** Innovating how revenue is generated through offering reconfiguration (product/service/value mix) and pricing models.

We first will present an overview of the ways in which the industry value chain is shifting in response to policy-, technology- and consumer-driven forces. We then will focus on the opportunities that industry model innovation (IMI) is poised to unlock for electric providers. Industry model innovators will formulate the infrastructure, rules and standards for transactions among providers and customers in business areas that will include not only traditional energy generation and delivery, but other related products and services enabled by new technologies. A subsequent report will examine other business model innovations that will drive industry transformation in the coming decade.

*Industry model innovators will lead the electric utility industry’s business model transformation.*
The rise and fall of the “grow and build” model

In the earliest days of the electric power industry, the system for generating and delivering electric power was integrated and highly localized. Power plants served loads that were typically within a mile of the generation source, and power delivery lines to the end users were engineered as an integral part of this system. As such, the industry was very fragmented; in just the Manhattan area of New York City in the late 1800s, there were more than 20 telegraph, telephone and electric light companies, each with their own wires and poles.1 Samuel Insull and George Westinghouse set in motion the first great business model innovation in the U.S. utility industry by embracing Nikola Tesla’s alternating current format and envisioning large central generating plants delivering power great distances over high-voltage wires.2 This model was successfully deployed and replicated globally, with governments maintaining ownership of this vital infrastructure across most of the world. This revolutionary shift—driven by the argument that electricity was a natural monop-oly, both in terms of its high capital requirements and its benefit to the broadest possible customer base—resulted in the vertically integrated, nationalized or government-regulated model that shaped the industry through its formative years.

From the early days of the integrated monopoly utility until the mid-to-late 1960s, electric utilities aggressively pursued a “grow-and-build” strategy as core to their operating model. Driven by economies of scale, the development of the steam turbine at the end of the nineteenth century and the willingness of manufacturers to assume the risk of building ever larger units, utilities began a cycle of expansion that was self-sustain-ing for many years. Because each succeeding class of turbine generator units had greater output, higher thermal efficiency and lower cost-per-unit output, the cost of generating electricity declined as production rose. To escalate production and achieve these economies of scale, utilities actively encouraged more and more usage of electricity—and customers were indeed receptive because of electricity’s convenience over other sources of energy and the declining unit prices paid over time. As demand growth created a need for more and larger power units, manufacturers increased scale and scope of production in response, and costs dropped further.3 The desire to maintain and invigorate this virtuous cycle was evident by the 1940s and 1950s in advertisements urging people to improve their lifestyle by using more electricity in existing and new applications.4

The success of this strategy was remarkable. In the United States for example, from 1920 to the mid 1960s (excepting the period of the Great Depression), usage increased at 7 percent annually—about five times the rate of usage of all forms of energy combined and three times the rate of economic expansion in general. Costs dropped precipitously; by 1967, end users were paying more than 95 percent less for power than they did at the turn of the century.5 The stock markets responded with enthusiasm to these trends. The Dow Jones Utility Average multiplied fourteen-fold (compounded annual growth rate, or CAGR, 12.2 percent) between early 1942 and the start of 1965, versus a nine-fold increase (CAGR 10.0 percent) in the Dow Jones Industrial Average overall.6

Since the “grow and build” years, however, growth in the industry has waned, and the general stock market has vastly outperformed the utility industry (e.g., the Dow Jones Industrial Average outperformed the Dow Jones Utility Average by more than five times between the start of 1965 and the start of 2008). In part, this was due to a long period of technological stagnation. Economies of scale eventually plateaued, as generating units reached a practical optimum size by the early 1970s.7 But there has been significant stagnation in business models as well.8 In reality, today’s business models in many places differ little from the business models of the “grow-and-build” era, even though the imperatives are vastly different.

A sign that the imperatives have indeed changed can be found in the customer messages communicated by electric providers in countries with near-universal access to electricity. They differ starkly from the “use more, we’ll keep building” messages of the mid-twentieth century. In light of today’s capital and carbon-constrained environment, power companies are encouraging customers to use less so that they can avoid building new infrastructure. Even in places where assets are rapidly being built to bring universal access to citizens—such as China and India—growth plans are being structured within more confining boundaries than they might have been a few years ago. While many of these emerging economies are experiencing significant demand growth, they are not in a position to replicate the “grow and build” model that drove the past development of the industry in other parts of the world.
The industry's new value model

The traditional electricity value chain consists of the generation-transmission-distribution-retail pathway from energy source (primary fuel) to end use. Energy and information flow in one direction, and all but the largest of customers play a passive role.

The introduction of smart grid technologies will add complexity to the network, moving power and information in multiple directions and enabling a host of new participants and business models. Distributed energy resources such as customer-owned renewable generation, plug-in electric vehicles and energy storage will extend the value chain to include assets operated closer to the end user. The end users themselves, who may be capable of providing some combination of demand response, power or energy storage to the system, will also be an integral part of the new value chain. This recharacterization of the industry value chain (see Figure 1) will dramatically reshape the value proposition among energy, service and product providers, as well as customers of these enterprises and the value model of the industry as a whole (see sidebar, An evolving value chain).

A value model is the combination of value provided to customers and the reciprocal value received from customers in return. In the case of the electric power industry, the traditional value model involves customers receiving reliable and universal power at reasonable rates, for which they offer providers reciprocal value in the form of intermittent (usually monthly) revenue (see Figure 2).

---

**Traditional electricity value chain**

[Diagram showing the traditional electricity value chain]

**Emerging electricity value chain**

[Diagram showing the emerging electricity value chain]

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value.

*Figure 1: Traditional and emerging electricity value chain.*
An evolving value chain

The historical industry value chain and its one-way flow of energy and information will be impacted in several important ways by a new information model, a new relationship with the consumer and the introduction of distributed energy sources:

- The value chain will extend further, grow more complex and involve a wide variety of new participants that traditionally have not been directly involved in the industry.
- The consumer, before now a passive recipient of the value chain product (power), will become an active, empowered value chain participant requiring integration into the network.
- Both information and power will flow in multiple directions and, as business models emerge to leverage the exponential increase in information flow on the network, tremendous value will be added to the ecosystem.
- Distributed resources (e.g., distributed generation, storage and electric vehicles) will play an increasingly vital role in both operations and value creation and, in the longer term, may ultimately be positioned to radically disrupt the portion of the value chain comprised of the traditional generation-transmission-distribution-retail electricity pathway.


Figure 2: Traditional industry value model.

Today, customers are demanding more from their providers than merely reliable power at reasonable rates. Our global utility consumer surveys show consumers want more control over their expenditures and environmental impact and more information about their energy usage – both in content and frequency. While customers are becoming more demanding, they also have much more to offer in return to power providers and other participants than just payment for energy consumed (see Figure 3).

Some of these new elements of reciprocal value are primarily operational in nature; demand response, load profile flexibility, and distributed power and storage (where the customer has these on their premises) allow for optimization of system performance and asset utilization. Others, such as information on energy consumption patterns, other consumer demographic and behavioral information, and access to personal connections/networks for marketing purposes, are the foundation for new revenue sources for companies able to effectively leverage the information.
Not only are there many more types of reciprocal value, the very nature of the value has changed from an intermittent source of reciprocal value to a continuous flow. As the number and frequency of reciprocal value exchanges grow, the complexity of the ecosystem increases and the total amount of value in the system available for capture by ecosystem participants increases dramatically.

The flow and volume of information itself, along with new services it enables, are strong contributors to this continuous flow of new value. At present, there is little financial or operational value to the data generated by consumers (essentially total usage on a monthly basis) because it is too limited in scope and frequency of delivery to be of value to parties other than the electric provider’s own billing and operations departments. However, the quantity, frequency and quality of data generated by consumers – and its usefulness to energy providers and third parties alike – are set to grow exponentially as smart grid infrastructure is deployed. Devices and software that capture, analyze and present this information to consumers and energy providers are already beginning to proliferate, and services that make use of this data are rapidly emerging.

Industry model innovation

In “Plugging in the consumer” and “Lighting the way,” we envisioned a future for energy providers driven by technology evolution and increasing consumer control. Analyzing the impact of different levels of progression in these two areas suggests four states through which the industry will migrate:

- **Passive Persistence**: Traditional utility market structures still dominate, and consumers either accept or prefer the historical supplier-user relationship.
- **Operations Transformation**: Some combination of network and communications technology evolves to enable shared responsibility, but consumers either cannot or elect not to exert much control.
- **Constrained Choice**: Consumers take decisive steps toward more control but are limited to certain levers (technologies, usage decisions or choices in providers) by regulatory and/or technological constraints.
- **Participatory Network**: A wide variety of network and communications technologies enables shared responsibilities and benefits.
Because of the high likelihood of increasing demand for control and information by customers and continual technological improvement and deployment, these two reports emphasized our belief that the end state for the industry is likely to be a Participatory Network.\textsuperscript{15}

In the last couple of years, the pace of progress toward this new model has increased. Government mandates to upgrade and incentives to invest in the existing twentieth-century infrastructure have helped push aside some of the most critical barriers for moving toward a Participatory Network – particularly in places like the United States and China where direct government investment is being made. In addition, national and global efforts to standardize technological and communications specifications by organizations such as the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) help remove other barriers to progress. These developments – among others – have strengthened our conviction that some form of a Participatory Network is a logical destination in the next decade. The most likely path is through IMI that results in extraordinary change to the platforms on which electric providers operate.

**Platform models**

The term platform, as used here, refers to a common architecture (essentially, a design for products, services and infrastructure facilitating users’ interactions) and set of rules (protocols, rights and pricing terms) that provide a standard foundation governing transactions among two or more parties.\textsuperscript{16} In general, platforms provide a means for providers and buyers of products and services to interact and create value that could not be created otherwise. The platform lowers the costs of providing services by offering some level of standardization for transactions and reducing duplication.

In this sense, the electricity network was one of the earliest technology platforms. It provided a means for power generators to move their output to buyers, a means for buyers to accept delivery of the output, and a standardized technological specification (e.g., the 120V/60Hz and 230V/50Hz standards for electric power in the Americas and Europe) around which thousands of applications (for heating, cooling, lighting, mechanical power and so on) would be built over the years.

Many types of platforms exist in consumer and business information technology (IT), exemplified by the broader Internet platform and today’s popular social networking sites. The use of platforms is sporadically seen in the telecommunications sector (e.g., the NTT DOCOMO i-mode platform) as well.\textsuperscript{17} In each case, there are diverse participants and a common set of business processes that enable competition and new value creation.
Single-sided vs. multisided platforms

Many platforms are single-sided platforms, with a seller at one end and a buyer at the other and, often, intermediaries (distributors) between them that transfer the product from buyer to seller without changing it substantively. The electric power network has historically operated as a single-sided platform. Until the advent of wholesale generators, the business operated as the simplest possible form of a platform – the manufacturer (generating utilities), by virtue of owning the entire value chain from the point of input of fuel to the point of entry into the user’s premises, sold directly to the customer with no intermediaries; in fact, some utilities also controlled the fuel production itself. The emergence of independent generators and pure energy retailers moved the power transmission and distribution network closer to a position where it did act in an intermediary fashion, transporting power from wholesalers for purchase and use by end users.

As new value is generated in the network through expansion of the value and reciprocal value exchanged, industry model innovators will develop new businesses that more closely resemble multisided platforms. In a multisided platform, there may be multiple types of buyers and/or sellers – in fact, a single party can be both a buyer and a seller.

A shopping mall is an example of a multisided platform: manufacturers, retailers and shoppers all benefit from having a single location where they can meet and transact business. Malls provide common facilities, like restrooms and parking, which help lower costs to stores that otherwise would have to individually provide them. Since these economies help reduce costs to retailers, prices can be lower, benefiting shoppers. A wider variety of stores and services brings more shoppers; more shoppers bring higher sales volumes for manufacturers and lower costs for retailers (and, in theory, also lower prices for shoppers). Thus, some element of network economy is bundled into the shopping mall value proposition. The platform owner (the mall operator) extracts some of this value in the form of rents to store owners and, in some cases, service fees to shoppers. (There are also organizations not directly involved in the mall transactions – credit card issuers, for example – that benefit and take revenue from the transactions.) But without all of the parties being involved, none would get any of the benefits.

Other examples of multisided platforms include newspapers (with readers serving as one side and advertisers another) and health maintenance organizations (with patients being one side and doctors and pharmaceutical companies serving as other sides). Yet another example is video games (with players being one side and developers, publishers, content providers, licensors, tools and middleware providers making up the other sides).

In coming years, a smart grid with energy and information flowing in multiple directions will provide support for interactions among all ecosystem participants, facilitating the development of electric power industry multisided platforms. These platforms will link energy suppliers, service providers, device manufacturers, application developers and end users (residential/industrial/commercial). Each group of participants needs access to a platform to reach the other groups, but a platform does not substitute itself for any particular participant.

Smart grid technologies will enable electric power industry multisided platforms.
Multisided businesses provide benefits to the interacting groups – while profiting from the transactions – by increasing and capturing indirect network externalities (INEs). Figure 4 shows how a multistep process stimulates these INEs in a two-sided market. In the first step, growth in the number of potential customers on side one for complementary products and services on side two occurs. This leads to an increase in the quantity and diversity of complements made available by side two. Next, because side one users are favorably inclined to a wider variety of products and services on the other side, they are more likely to join the platform. This makes it even more attractive for side two to develop new complements, and the cycle sustains itself.\(^{20}\)

This can be (and has been) a successful and profitable way to innovate industry models, allowing for additional value creation and profits throughout the value chain. However, as the builders of broadband infrastructure in the United States learned in the late 1990s and throughout this past decade, the entities that construct and maintain multisided platforms aren’t necessarily the ones that will reap all of the profits generated by such a model. For example, companies such as Amazon, Skype and YouTube benefited strongly from others’ investments in broadband network infrastructure without taking part in the capital outlay for that infrastructure.

Because of their enormous investments in smart grid and other improvements, today’s electric companies will, in a somewhat analogous fashion, be responsible for putting in place most of the infrastructure required for new industry participants to emerge. At the same time, it is likely that new electricity-related business models that leverage the smart grid infrastructure will be launched by entities that did not make direct investments in it. While it is healthy for the industry as a whole to encourage innovation in new products and services, incumbent electricity companies must be aware of this likelihood. Mapping out business models that take advantage of the new network-enabled capabilities will allow electric companies to reap as much of the ecosystems’ new value as their ambitions permit.

**Platform development in the electric power industry**

Up until now, the electric power industry has not had much reason to create multisided platforms because product delivery has been a purely physical process; both energy and information flow have been unidirectional; and the typical end consumer had little desire to communicate with providers other than for service provision, billing and problem resolution. All of this is changing. We expect a number of platforms will develop within the electricity ecosystem in the near future (see Figure 5).

---

**Figure 4: Indirect network externalities in a two-sided market.**

1. Growth in the number of potential customers on side one for complementary products and services on side two occurs.
2. This then leads to an increase in the quantity and diversity of complements made available by side two.
3. Because side one users are favorably inclined to a wider variety of products and services on the other side, more are likely to join the platform.
4. The increased number of users makes it even more attractive for side two to develop new complements.

One way value, information and money could be exchanged on these platforms is via an energy marketing portal, on which customers can shop for the best deals on power or for power that meets specific personal requirements (see Figure 6). The platform owner creates value by providing the end user with access to various applications (for energy shopping, energy management, etc.) in return for passive usage and preference data, which the customer has approved for use for these purposes. This is delivered back to the platform owner through the applications for aggregation and presentation for the other side of the platform, the energy retailer.

The retailer has access, through the platform provider, to a suite of applications to gain access to and evaluate the customer data. This information is valuable to the energy retailers, and they are willing to pay the platform owner for access to it to build marketing programs for products and services aimed at likely customers. Informed by the platform owner and the retailer-side applications, retailers communicate their best offers to the buyers seeking deals or new programs. Ultimately, the retailer gets return for its “investment” – paying the platform owner for access – in the form of increased revenues from consumers who value the programs and services they offer.
A slightly more complex example involves an information aggregator (see Figure 7). An information aggregator builds a relationship with end users by selling them (possibly at a subsidized price) energy usage display/management devices that are preloaded with useful applications, all of which are purchased from third-party developers. They thus serve as the link between device manufacturers and end users and between application developers and end users.

With appropriate permissions from consumers, the platform owner can also collect information about the end users’ energy usage patterns, build profiles and market those profiles to energy and nonenergy (e.g., appliance) retailers. As with the energy marketing portal, the retailers are willing to pay for this information because of the benefits they accrue from it. The end users’ profiles also include information on demand response they are willing to provide; this can be exchanged with the energy retailers for payment as the need for such response arises. Thus, cash can flow in both directions between retailers and end users, with the transactions in both directions facilitated by the platform owner.
Note that in these two examples, the platform owner is a company purely focused on the operation of the platform and the collection and exchange of data. Except for the end user, any one of the parties in the ecosystem can also serve as the platform owner – visually, this can be seen as “collapsing” the value exchange in the diagram for that party into the platform owner role in the center. For example, a device manufacturer could set up a multisided platform and take on responsibility as platform owner – including all interactions with application providers, end users and energy retailers.

The platform staging challenge
A critical challenge can be encountered early in the development of new platforms when prospective users on each side are reluctant to actively participate until there are sufficient users on the other side. Often, the platform provider must “stage” the platform in advance, either heavily subsidizing one side to get it on board in sufficient numbers to attract the other side or by bringing on attractive or highly visible transaction partners to affiliate exclusively with the platform. When it works, profits can be enormous. When it doesn’t, failures can be magnified by this investment. Also, in most instances where a platform can profitably exist, the combination of strong network effects and high barriers to entry means there is room for only a few platform owners (and, in some cases, only one).

Incumbent energy providers have an advantage in this market staging, as they already have a relationship with a critical mass of customers. Those customers could serve as one side of the platform in sufficient numbers to attract attention from application, service and device providers. This strategy is both less costly to develop and entails less risk than the approach a company starting from scratch must employ. Success is dependent on potential participants in the new network who are already customers of the platform owner on one side. The value of the products and services they already purchase is not dependent on the presence of a second side – this is certainly the case with electric power.

In this scenario, the platform owner facilitates transactions between the existing customer base and at least one new side of the platform, adding new functions, services or capabilities to its offering to the former to encourage transactions between the two. Google, for example, initially launched as a vendor of Web search services (Google.com and others via license). In its first two years, Google’s only source of revenue was from search engine license fees. However, after amassing a critical base of end users, it was in a position to offer paid-listing advertisements to these customers and transform into one of the most profitable multisided platforms that has emerged.

Capabilities required for a successful transition
Companies that envision being platform owners will need to have key competencies in marketing, sales and customer relationship management. That fact, combined with the ready-made set of platform participants already present in the form of existing electricity customers, puts retail electric providers (or integrated utilities’ retail operations) in a good position to take on the challenge of platform ownership. However, there are other requirements that are not necessarily in-house skills.

Energy providers are well positioned to become platform owners.
Software-based platform owners, like information aggregators and energy shopping portal operators, will need to master systems architecture and application interface development and support – or find a partner that can offer these services seamlessly to platform users. This assumes that the platform owner will cede the job of developing applications themselves to third parties interacting with the platform. If the platform owner instead plans to internalize application development as well, that adds another level of IT complexity (application development and support and IT infrastructure development and support). In either case, the company will need to ensure that its approach gives it a strong enough set of capabilities in these areas to successfully compete against rival platforms.

Services-based platform owners – such as energy management specialists – will have other challenges. These firms will have to transition at least that part of the organization to function more as a professional services firm than a traditional energy supply and delivery company, with requisite skills in solution creation and maintenance, knowledge and intellectual property management, research and development, and contract management. This will require a major cultural shift for a traditional utility, as the focus of management will be human and intellectual capital rather than physical assets and processes.

Assessing IMI strategies
Companies willing to tackle industry model innovation and sit at the nexus of new complex relationships among business partners and customers will be well positioned to create and capture new demand for emerging products and services. Strong growth in revenues and profits – albeit accompanied by some risks – is achievable in multisided business models because of the embedded network economies of scale (i.e., margins increase with network size). While several types of activities can serve as the basis for a multisided platform (as exemplified in Figure 5), there are some common questions that potential industry model innovators need to address before making major investments.

How many platforms can effectively serve a single purpose? Where strong network economics of scale are in place and the cost of participating in multiple platforms is high for at least one participant, the likelihood is higher that markets will be served by a single platform. If this appears to be the case, a strategic decision about whether to fight for sole platform ownership or to pool resources in a platform shared with others must be addressed early and in depth. While “winner-take-all” economics make sole ownership of a platform attractive in theory, the reality is that only a company with extensive resources (especially for marketing) and strong existing relationships with a large number of potential users on at least one side will be positioned to succeed.

What are the incentives and costs for platform participants? Appropriate pricing, support and incentives for participants are critical success elements for any platform. A key question is whether any particular side requires subsidization and, if so, which one. Based on the history of past platforms from a variety of industries, the most price and/or quality sensitive participants and those with high visibility or attractiveness appear to be the strongest candidates for subsidization. A firm able to leverage vendor relationships with one side may not have to provide strong subsidies. As for pricing, network economics of scale mean that underpricing platform participation will lead to suboptimal platform profitability; overpricing participation for any one participant will choke off growth and leave room for competitors to gain a stronger foothold in the marketplace.
What is the critical mass needed for success? Companies thinking of transitioning to a multisided platform model must be confident that the business model embraced is easily scalable. Potential platform owners leveraging a vendor relationship to get a leg up on competitors should critically examine whether their current customer base is sizable enough to ensure this advantage can provide a meaningful head start and whether other territories can be easily integrated into the same side of the platform.

When should the move toward a platform-centered business model be made? In many platform battles (especially the ones that began in the dot-com era), gaining first-mover advantages was viewed as the most critical element of a business strategy. However, history has shown that later movers may actually benefit from standing back from the first wave. Google was neither a first mover in Web search nor paid-listing models, but it was able to leverage lessons learned from earlier proponents of each to improve on their efforts.

When and how should the move toward a platform-centered business model be communicated? Appropriately timing and managing the announcement of a business model shift is critical. Poorly handled or delayed announcements of major changes run the risk of surprising and angering investors, regulators and employees. This is particularly true for companies that have been operating a certain way for a very long period of time, as is the case with many traditional vertically integrated utilities. Conversely, communicating intentions too early may elicit strong competitive responses or lead to unrealistic expectations about future prospects for the business (and possible volatile stock price behavior for publicly-traded companies).

What cultural changes are required to successfully transition to a platform-centered business model? Leaders of electric power companies already understand the need for new workforce skills as the transition to a digital, information-driven industry environment takes place. However, companies transitioning to a multisided model should also prepare for cultural changes. As discussed in the previous section, this includes some shifts in focus from physical assets and processes to human and intellectual capital. Additionally, companies might have to rethink their approach to customers, as explained by Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos:

“One of the things we had to learn through zShops [which host small merchants] and auctions was that we needed to think of ourselves as serving two different sets of customers. We pride ourselves on being customer-centric, but for years, ‘customers’ meant ‘buyers.’ As we began to operate auctions and zShops, we realized that these third-party sellers were equally important customers. And, it took a little while for the organization to learn what their needs were and how we could best meet them.”

Strong revenue growth and profits await those who can successfully implement multisided business models.
Conclusion

The business models that brought the electric utility industry success in the middle of the twentieth century are overdue for revisiting. Much of the basis for their foundation – one-way flow of power and information, declining costs associated with increased usage, undifferentiated and passive consumers, unlimited access to inexpensive carbon fuels for generation and regulatory protection from threats to the core businesses – has already shifted or will do so in the next decade.

For those well positioned to be industry model innovators, the “grow and build” years are, in a sense, back – but with a different emphasis. What is being “built” are sophisticated new business platforms to support information exchange, consumer participation and new services. As with the generating units of the post-World War II era, these platforms can increase in profitability as usage increases. “Use more – we’ll keep building” will return as a marketing message to consumers – but this time around, the emphasis will be on information and services rather than energy.
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